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Introduction

The Annual Report for 2017 is provided to the community of Manly Vale Public School as an account of the school's
operations and achievements throughout the year. 

It provides a detailed account of the progress the school has made to provide high quality educational opportunities for
all students, as set out in the school plan. It outlines the findings from self–assessment that reflect the impact of key
school strategies for improved learning and the benefit to all students from the expenditure of resources, including equity
funding.

Tina Lee

Principal

School contact details

Manly Vale Public School
Sunshine St
Manly Vale, 2093
www.manlyvale-p.schools.nsw.edu.au
manlyvale-p.School@det.nsw.edu.au
9907 9672

Message from the Principal

On looking back on the year 2017 in reflection I think it was probably the busiest year I have ever experienced as
principal of Manly Vale PS. We opened the year preparing for the building of the new school after the final approval of
the design in the previous December. The original school design had been changed to accommodate local
environmental groups’ concerns, mainly that of the Save Manly Dam Catchment Committee (SMDCC). With a design
change to lessen the impact of clearing of bushland to provide an asset protection zone, and the gazetting of the Manly
Dam Memorial Reserve as a State park on April 7 2017, a compromise was reached ensuring that the new school could
be built.

The senior ecologist from the project met with the SMDCC and ran workshops with the students during the year to
encourage preservation practices were upheld during the clearing process. The proposed start day for the project was to
be 17 August 2017.  An aboriginal “smoking ceremony” was conducted by Uncle Laurie Binson on 11 October to cleanse
the site and building began.

MVPS has continued to deliver high quality education programs and introduced some new initiatives during the year.
With a strong executive team including Ms Lisa Phillips, Mrs Carol Speight, Mrs Lynn O’Grady and Mr Patrick Dylan the
staff at Manly Vale PS continue to provide differentiated teaching strategies and a variety of extra–curricular programs
including dance, drama, band and choir. The school choir led by Mrs Karen Lucey and Ms Rebekah Mason lifted their
profile in 2017 within the school and participated in many external performances, even playing at the Sydney Opera
House in the Arts Alive Choral concert on September 7. The Junior and senior dance programs performed at the
Northern Sydney Dance Festival and at the School Spectacular at Qudos stadium. Ms Natalie Panetta supported by Ms
Victoria Durazza choreographed these performances. This year we also competed for the first time in the Dancesport
Challenge at Homebush. Our ballroom dance instructor Brad Humphreys tutored all our year 5 students in ballroom
dances including the Cha Cha, Tango, Jive and Salsa and selected our best 15 couples to compete against other
schools in this Ballroom Dancing challenge. It was a great experience for all students and a program that the school will
continue to support in the future. Our drama group directed by Ms Jaala Kemp performed at the Seymour Centre and our
school band program continues to grow under the careful tuition of Ben Dickson our senior band conductor and Mr
Gergely Malyusz our new junior band conductor.

Our Learning and Support Team led by Cadence Abrahams, Carol Speight and Karen Bellamy ensured that all students
received the additional support required to achieve their personal best. Programs including peer tutoring, Multi –lit, parent
volunteer reading support and Reading Recovery were extended for another year to support individual students with
learning needs within the school. There were 4 teacher’s aides employed for the year to work within the classroom and
playground. NAPLAN data reflected that our Learning and Support Team strategies had an impact on students' learning
and that there were only 3 students in Year 5 and 1 student in Year 3 that performed in the bottom band of NAPLAN in
literacy and numeracy.
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Our gifted and talented programs organised by our Higher Order Thinking Team (HOT) offered teacher support in
classrooms with our students through the employment of an additional teacher, Mrs Aga Banham 2 ½ days a week. In
addition to in class support, extension programs including Maths Olympiad, Tournament of the Minds, Chess, science
workshops with Peter Macinnis and Digi–ed, were all supported in years 3–6.

Manly Vale PS was also selected to trial online NAPLAN. The trial was highly successful and the online format will be
implemented for 2018.

We also had a visit from a school in China from 19 March – 28 March where 30 students were billeted out to our MVPS
families and lived and came to school at Manly Vale. The experience included a barbecue at Manly Dam, shopping in the
Corso and a trip to the zoo. It was great to share our culture and school and all students had the benefits of learning
about the Chinese culture and schooling differences. Ms Lisa Phillips was our main host and tour guide for the weeks.

We had some long term staff members retire in 2017. Mrs Lorraine Learmont and Mrs Lynn O’Grady retired after many
years of teaching and were our assistant principals in the last few years of their careers. Mr Ken Dewell who was our
General Assistant and maintenance man for many years decided to retire along with Sarah Langley our canteen
supervisor, who retired after many years running the school canteen. The students and teachers enjoyed the farewell
assemblies and end of year clap outs for these staff members.

The year 2017 also saw many internal changes which coincided with the start of the construction of the new school. The
new financial system LMBR was rolled out to Manly Vale which meant a lot of additional training for the SASS staff in the
office. New programs and software to assist with budgeting, staffing and school planning were implemented.

All of the Australian Curriculum has now been implemented at Manly Vale PS and the teachers have had a lot of
professional learning around the implementation of all the new curriculum expectations. A focus on the 21st century skills
and literacies was also a target of a lot of our professional learning and all of the school executive attended the Future
Focussed Learning Conference. The final year of our School Plan was an opportunity to conclude some of our targets
but look to the new School Plan to further prepare for the coming of the new 21st century school.

2017 was an exciting year of change and preparation for the building of our new school. The staff and students at Manly
Vale PS have worked hard to implement a variety of new programs, plans and procedures to comply with the
Department of Education’s changes and reforms, and have maintained an enthusiastic and positive attitude during the
process. The “Caring and Sharing” motto reflects the sentiment of the whole school community and I feel very proud to
lead and work with parents, teachers, students and the wider community of Manly Vale.
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School background

School vision statement

Manly Vale is a contemporary school that reflects high quality educational practice and collaborative learning, where
students are motivated and inspired to be creative, entrepreneurial and innovative learners. Teachers are inspirational
practitioners reflecting current pedagogy. The school values strong global connections leading to empathic and informed
citizens.

School context

Manly Vale Public School is a rapidly growing school in a bushland setting. It is located on Sydney’s northern beaches
right next to Manly Dam. Over recent years due to a changing demographic of the area Manly Vale Public School has
gone from 206 students in 2007 to 425 students in 2015 with an anticipated growth of 650 students by 2018.In the
Federal budget of 2014 Manly Vale Public School was granted a substantial amount of funds in order to build a new
school on the premises. The projected capacity of the school will be up to 1000 students by 2018.Manly Vale Public
School has a very active and involved school community who are very supportive of the school. There is currently a P&C
group and School Council who meet regularly to have input into the school and its policies.The school offers academic,
sporting, creative arts and environmental programs and engages expert teachers in science programs.Teachers at Manly
Vale Public School are engaged in ongoing professional learning and are highly qualified and nurturing to their students.
Differentiated learning is provided in all lessons in order that students achieve their personal best. Teachers incorporate
all elements of the NSW Quality Teaching framework into their programming and planning and strive to improve and
maintain student engagement in their classrooms.The school’s NAPLAN results reflect this engagement with students
performing above the state average in all areas of the curriculum and over 70% of students in year 3 and 5 achieving
above expected growth in literacy and numeracy.

Manly Vale Public School student welfare is a major focus of the school with an active Leaning and Support team
meeting weekly to discuss the continuing progress of gifted and talented students as well as those students requiring
support.Manly Vale Public School achieves high standards in all areas of the sporting arena and values an active
lifestyle.

Self-assessment and school achievement

Self-assessment using the School Excellence Framework

This section of the Annual Report outlines the findings from self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework,
school achievements and the next steps to be pursued.

This year, our school undertook self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework. The framework supports
public schools throughout NSW in the pursuit of excellence by providing a clear description of high quality practice
across the three domains of Learning, Teaching and Leading.

Learning

2017 many new early literacy strategies were put in place. The kindergarten classes implemented the L3 strategies
Language, learning and Literacy approach to literacy after grouping students according to their performance in the Best
Start assessments at the beginning of the year. Reading Recovery and early literacy interventions were done in years 1
and 2 to provide explicit teaching of reading and literacy skills. All teachers in K–2 consolidated training in TEN (Targeted
Early Numeracy) and all classes K–2 consolidated the planning of all scope and sequences for all new Key learning
areas according to the new Australian syllabus. Differentiation of programming and individual planning according to
ongoing assessments targeted students educational needs according to the PLAN mapping.  Pre and post assessments
were also implemented to track student's writing in K–2.

In years 3–6 writing was a target for improvement and 7 teachers were trained in the Seven Steps To Writing approach
and implemented the explicit teaching strategies. All students K–6 also produced a book reflecting their writing units and
published it using the Littlescribe app. Enrichment writing groups were established for our gifted and talented writers, and
our learning and support students received extra in class support from teachers' aides, our LAST teacher and EALD
teacher who assisted with literacy groups. Rich literature texts were purchased and implemented in all K–6 literacy
lessons to support the outcomes of the new English syllabus.

Science remained our specialist area of learning this year with specialist teachers and mentors including botanist Peter
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Macinnins creating interesting hands on lessons for students. Lessons included environmental studies of the local area
of Manly Dam, looking at lifecycles with the installation of chicken hatcheries for our K–2 students, the solar system and
trips to the museum and Manly Environment Centre, and  design, make innovate project building in Stage 3.

Mathematics this year focussed on pre and post testing of concepts and the planning of hands on activities from the new
syllabus. Many of the teachers observed their peers teach the new maths syllabus and collaboratively shared expertise
and resources. Mathletics was still used to consolidate and practice numeracy skills at home and all classes from years
K–6 purchased numeracy games and kits to compliment classroom resources. Problem solving workshops were run as
professional learning for all teachers and many of the ideas learnt were introduced into classrooms.

Visible learning and mapping of student achievement was done using the PLAN software and "Bump It Up" walls in
classrooms. Report comments and student progression were based on individual assessment of areas of strength and
weakness. Feedback on individual achievement is becoming more individual and in line with the literacy and numeracy
progressions. The Learning and Support team and Higher Order Thinking team meet fortnightly to support teachers in
achieving a differentiated approach to their teaching.

Sport and PDHPE is still a strength of the school and many students are involved in PSSA interschool competitions,
athletics and swimming carnivals and knock out competitions. Non–competitive options for sport are provided including
bushwalking, yoga, tennis and gym.  Creative arts including dance,  music, drama and art are done by all students. This
year an extension drama program done in conjunction with the Sydney Theatre Company led to teachers being trained in
drama as a different means to explore texts and improve imaginative writing in our students.

All students received two written reports on their progress. Interviews were conducted with parents using the language of
the continuums and NAPLAN testing was done ion years 3 and 5. 90% of all students in MVPS are working at age
appropriate clusters with 55% of students in years 3 and 5 working within the top bands for literacy and numeracy.

Teaching

In 2017 all staff developed Professional Development Plans (PDP’s) where personalised goal setting and professional
learning are recorded for each teacher. Stage meetings were used to introduce personal goal setting aligned with the
whole school plan.

A Teacher Mentor Program (TMP) was established to support new and beginning teachers and a whole school induction
program was implemented to support all teachers through the varying stages of accreditation. Four teachers achieved
their proficient teaching certificate in 2017.

Mentoring and lesson observations supported quality teaching practice and supported our initiative to differentiate
teacher professional learning. Two executive teachers engaged in an Instructional Leadership project to enable them to
implement a spiral of inquiry with reference to effecting positive change in teacher capacity, quality teaching practice and
improvement in student outcomes.

Professional learning for 2017 included 7 Steps to Writing, future focussed and collaborative practice, history and
geography syllabus, conceptual programming, L3 literacy strategies, explanation of the new reforms in education, visible
learning, and maths challenge workshops and problem solving. All teachers were offered a differentiated program to
professional learning to suit the needs of their PDPs. All new scheme teachers were supported in the New Teacher
Network NTN which allowed them to meet with mentors and other beginning teachers once a term for discussion and
professional learning. SASS staff were trained in the new finance system (LMBR) and were mentored in the PDP
process for the first time.

Leading

2017 saw a change the leadership structure and expectations. Assistant Principals as leaders of their stages were given
stage budgets to work within, to resource their stage teams. Assistant principals and teachers who led KLA committees
were also made responsible for resourcing their area of curriculum according to the school plan and management plans
of their committees. Resourcing was based on the expectations of the committees to support the completion of the
School Plan.  The School Administration Manager (SAM) along with the principal oversaw the budgets and monitored the
spending.

Educational leadership was done by the Assistant Principals who organised and ran differentiated professional learning
opportunities  for all staff based on the new curriculum, the implementation of digital technologies,  and the 21st century
learning fluencies. New Scheme Teacher workshops were provided by the executive team on report writing, interviews,
behaviour management and programming, planning and assessment. Professional learning funds and QTSS funding
was used to mentor and support teacher by releasing mentors and APs to work with and demonstrate teaching strategies
during lesson observations.

CV writing and expectations for job interviews was also a leadership focus this year. Many temporary teachers received
mentoring in writing CVs and applying for permanent positions within the DoE. One Assistant Principal also relieved as
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principal and applied for deputy positions this year. Teachers were given the opportunity to lead KLA committees and be
mentored through ruining meetings and implementing syllabus into the school. If teachers attended external courses the
expectation was that they would present at a professional learning afternoon or Staff Development day.

With the introduction of the new finance system LMBR new management system and expectations were brought into the
office and SASS staff. New roles and positions were established and systems for purchasing and accounting were
brought in fro all staff. Third party software was also purchased to streamline the collection of school fees, track student
welfare and documentation, assist with roll marking and send reports and communication to parents via newsletters and
text messages.

Leadership was a strong focus in 2017 as many staff members were required to manage the new systems and
procedures that cam in with the reforms.

Our self–assessment process will assist the school to refine our school plan, leading to further improvements in the
delivery of education to our students.

For more information about the School Excellence Framework:

https://education.nsw.gov.au/teaching–and–learning/school–excellence–and–accountability/sef–evidence–guide 
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Strategic Direction 1

Active and informed learners

Purpose

To develop engaged, innovative, successful learners and leaders that are responsible, creative, productive citizens of the
future equipped to face worldly challenges and achieve their full potential

Overall summary of progress

During the past year clear identification strategies and effective referral systems have been established within the school.
Funding was used to support a differentiated approach to teaching. Teacher's aides and Learning and Support staff were
employed to ensure that all students and teachers were supported in classrooms. A gifted and talented teacher was also
employed so that students performing at a higher level received extension. Most students in our school worked to
achieve the targets set out within the school plan.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

Increase by 10% of students in
top two bands in NAPLAN data in
years 3 and 5 in literacy and
numeracy 

$50 000 community funds
to support the employment
of a Gifted and Talented 
(GATs) coordinator.

All new curriculums were implemented and
consolidated during this school plan 2015–2017. A
Higher Order Thinking (HOT) team met fortnightly
to discuss gifted and talented strategies and
provide classroom support for all teachers in ways
to extend our students. Our HOT team established
a gifted and talented referral and identification
checklist. GATs discussions were scheduled into
fortnightly  stage meetings to ensure our gifted and
talented students' needs were being met.

Workshops that catered for our gifted and talented
students included Art Express, Art Shack, Maths
Olympiad, Tournament of Minds, debating, Bear Pit
Public Speaking, chess club, STEM workshops am
in class support, drama club and extension writing
workshops.

A GATs coordinator was employed using funds
from the P & C and a register of 85 students were
identified as requiring additional support in gifted
education.

Parent workshops were established to better inform
parents of how the school was providing for our
children in the top bands in NAPLAN and in other
extension areas within the curriculum.

Although improvements were evident in the top
bands in NAPLAN and there were very few
students who performed in the bottom bands, there
was not a 10% increase in students in the top 2
bands. There was a gradual shift to the top bands
though.

PLAN data reflects 90% of
students working at age
appropriate clusters for literacy &
numeracy

Reading Recovery – 2 1/2
days a week

Funding 

Aboriginal education –
$3290

Early Intervention in literacy was a key focus. Our
AP K–2 trained as a reading recovery teacher and
was instrumental in supporting teachers in K–2 with
early literacy intervention.

A formalised referral process is followed and
supported by the learning and support team. All
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

PLAN data reflects 90% of
students working at age
appropriate clusters for literacy &
numeracy

English Language
Proficiency – $49 402

Low Level Adjustment
Disability 

– $74 594

teachers refer students to Learning and Support
Team (LST) for assistance with catering for
students who are requiring additional support.

  All teacher's programs reflect a differentiated
approach to teaching and learning. Collaborative
programming is done each term closely supervised
by the assistant principals on each stage.

 Literacy and numeracy scope and sequences are
developed for each stage and communicated with
the teachers from the committees. Spending
priorities are developed and presented to the P&C
from targets outlined by the English and maths
committees.

Each term teachers collaboratively enter data into
the PLAN software and discuss ways in which they
can assist individual students to reach their
potential.

EALD and New Arrival students receive individual
support from our EALD teacher through withdrawal,
classroom resources and support. EALD teacher is
employed 2 days per week using flexible funding.

Learning and Support teacher employed 2 1/2 days
per week to assist teachers and manage students
with additional needs.

PLAN data does reflect 90% of students working at
age appropriate clusters.

Whole school PLAN tracking and
LS and GATs adjustments made
and documented in ILPs

LAST teacher 2/12 days per
week

Aboriginal education –
$3290

All students K–6 are tracked using PLAN software.

All teacher's programs reflect adjustments made for
individual students.

All teachers complete Form 1 (adjustment sheets)
on students requiring additional support. The school
collates data and adjustments in compliance with
the National Consistent Data Collection.

All aboriginal students have a Personalised
Learning Pathways.
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Next Steps

– Implement professional learning around data analysis and the new National Literacy and Numeracy Learning
Progressions.

– Implement coding and STEM strategies K–6 to extend our gifted and talented students.

– Clearly establish ways to differentiate the curriculum for the learning and support students and the gifted and talented
students. Use stage meetings to discuss strategies to assist these students. Provide opportunities for teachers to see
experts and experienced teachers who clearly differentiate their classroom practice.

– Use a collection of qualitative and quantitative data to track students and establish areas of strength and support.

– Provide more professional learning on effective assessment strategies, providing constructive feedback and the visible
learning practices for teachers.

– Change the way we report to parents so that it becomes more differentiated and useful for student improvement.

– Allow teacher to collaboratively program and plan in their stage teams with the support of the GATS teacher and LAST
so that all educational programs reflect a differentiated approach to instruction in the classroom.

– Establish clear scope and sequences within stage teams sop that all curriculum and outcomes are being taught
K–6. Develop program checklists that assess a teaching programs according to current curriculum expectations and
differentiation to meet a variety of students' needs.

– Establish an assessment and reporting team to revise and change the current assessment and reporting strategies
K–6.
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Strategic Direction 2

Inspired leaders of learning

Purpose

To provide inspirational leaders of learning who model quality teaching through current pedagogies and policies and
differentiate to support students’ social, emotional and academic domains

Overall summary of progress

With the establishment of a clear induction program for all new and beginner teachers so all staff have a consistent
approach to planning and programming K–6. All professional learning was provided to support the Personal
Development Plans (PDPs) of all teachers. One Assistant Principal (AP) was appointed to mentor the new scheme
teachers.  

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

 100% of teaching staff mapping
their professional learning and
goals via a PDP 

Beginner teacher funding –
$40 350

Used to relieve an AP 2 1/2
days a week to provide
mentoring and support for 7
new scheme teachers.

QTSS funding used to
release teachers for lesson
observations. Assistant
Principal released to
provide mentoring and
support for all beginner
teachers. All executive have
release to conduct PDP
interviews with their team.

All SASS staff have been
trained in setting SMART
goals and writing a PDP.

All staff including SASS wrote a PDP reflecting their
goals for the year.

All professional learning was differentiated around
the PDP process and organised so that staff could
achieve the goals of their PDP. 

All staff conducted 2 lesson observations to further
address the goals of their PDP.

All SASS staff have clearly identified goals and
areas of professional learning. the office staff
established a clear set of expectations for their
roles.

All beginner teachers received an induction and
mentoring programming to support them during
their first year as a beginner teacher.

The Teacher Mentor Program (TMP) supported
new and beginner teachers in the first 5 years of
their career.

 100% of teaching staff reflecting
the Australian Professional
Standards in their planning and
programming accredited with
BOSTES

All teachers are mapping their professional learning
according to the NESA expectations. Beginner
teachers received proficient accreditation.

All teachers were taken through the Australian
Professional Standards for teachers and are
tracking their professional learning according to the
standards.

7 beginner teachers attended the New Teacher
network with other beginner teachers from differing
schools.

4 beginner teachers received L3 training in K–2 to
support their teaching of literacy and numeracy.

 School professional learning is
aligned to teacher goal setting
and school planning

 Professional learning – $30
000

All professional learning was differentiated
according to the requirements of PDP goals.

All teachers were supported in achieving their
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

 School professional learning is
aligned to teacher goal setting
and school planning

personal goals by allowing them to apply for
professional learning through an application
process to the executive team. A fair distribution of
professional learning funds was used and individual
teacher's access to PL was recorded. Each
application for professional learning was discussed
and addressed through the requirements of their
PDPs.

 The development of a Teacher
Mentor Program (TMP) to support
new and beginning teachers
withing their first 5 years of
teaching

Beginner Teacher Funding
– $40 000

Teacher Mentor Program (TMP) established to
support new and beginning teachers at MVPS.  An
executive member was assigned as the teacher
mentor coordinator to provide 1:1 support to new
and beginning teachers. A MVPS Orientation and
Teacher Mentor Policy was developed and
presented to the executive team. A TMP register
was established with the principal. Systems and
procedures established to support new and
beginning teachers. Teaching reform survey
undertaken with all staff to determine staff
awareness of current DoE directives and reforms.

 The development of an Induction
Program to support new and
beginning teachers, including
casual teachers

Induction program established and supported by
executive.

All beginner teachers receive mentorship and
support with the PDP process.

Induction occurs for each beginning teacher with
ongoing support from a teacher mentor.

Casual folder and orientation program updated to
support casual teachers visiting the school and
temporary teachers new to the school.

Next Steps

– All teachers including pre 2004 teachers are logging their professional learning via NESA account or MyPL.

– Leaders within the staff are to be encouraged to apply for Lead and Highly Accomplished accreditation.

– Lesson observations to be done internally and externally among local schools so that teachers reflect on their practice
in differing settings and schools.

– Teachers become more aware of the expectations of the professional standards through professional learning and the
sharing of expertise in stage meetings and staff meetings.

– All teacher programs to address the NESA requirements and clearly reflect the expectations of the
Australian Professional Standards for teachers.

– Review the program checklists for all teachers so that acknowledgement of correct practice and accountability is the
focus.
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Strategic Direction 3

Real world connections

Purpose

To create a culture focused on digital, sustainable, environmental and educational principles in order to develop global
citizens

Overall summary of progress

During 2017 academic connections were made with the Sydney Theatre Company and Sydney University. Teaching staff
received professional learning and expertise in drama and environmental education. Transition programs from early
childhood and to high school were established to promote and ensure smooth transitions from and to these settings were
achieved.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

100% of students with a disability
according to the 1992 Disability
Discrimination Act have
adjustments for learning.

Integration Funding
Support– $54 872

Low Level
Adjustment For Disability
Funding – $74 594

A Learning and Support Teacher (LAST) was
employed for 3 days per week to provide ongoing
support for students who identified with a disability.

Four (4) School Learning and Support Officers
(SLSO)  supported classroom teachers with
students with special needs and requirements.

The Learning and Support team met fortnightly to
discuss referrals made by teachers to support
students within the classrooms.

A school counsellor completed testing and support
for various students one day per week.

All teachers completed adjustments for learning
(Form 1) for all students with a disability or with
learning and support needs, and data was collected
and collated for the purpose of the National
Consistent Data Collection.

All teacher's programs reflect adjustments required
for identified students.

 Manly Vale Public School has
established links with university
and academic mentoring
programs.

$8000 P & C funds to
support the introduction of
drama in the school through
the G & T program

Establishment of mentoring and professional
learning partnerships with Sydney Theatre
Company where 3 teachers were trained in drama
techniques to further develop their teaching of
literacy and in particular address the Objective C
component of the English syllabus – Thinking
imaginatively, creatively, interpretively and critically.

The 3 teachers worked with an academic mentor
from the Sydney Theatre company and attended
many workshops to develop their teaching of this
outcome. These 3 teachers then mentored the
teachers and students on their stages in this
approach to the English syllabus and staff
development sessions were run by these teachers
to the rest of the staff.

Our science teachers worked with an academic
mentor from Sydney University (Peter Macinnins)
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

 Manly Vale Public School has
established links with university
and academic mentoring
programs.

who provided teacher training and expertise in
botany and the local environment. Peter trained
staff and students in hands on environmental
workshops.

 Manly Vale Public School has
transition programs with early
childhood agencies and high
schools.

Early Stage 1 (ES1)
Assistant Principal and
Stage 3 Assistant Principal
release

Assistant principals established links with the local
Kindergartens prior to Kindergarten Orientation to
promote interest in the school and liaise regarding
the students that were coming to the school.

School readiness workshops were run by the ES1
AP to ensure that parents were aware of the
expectations of primary school and to ensure a
smooth transition for parents and students.

Discussion and review meetings were arranged to
accommodate a smooth transition for students with
learning and support needs.

High school transition was done through the Stage
3 AP and the stage 3 teachers. Design and make
workshops were done in Term 1 and 2 with local
high schools to allow year 6 students to get a
chance to socialise with high school students.

Stage 3 AP liaised with local high schools to ensure
all students were acceptably placed into their high
schools and that learning needs were
communicated to the high school enrolment
officers.

Transition forms were completed by stage 3
teachers to ensure the Stage 4 teachers provided
appropriate adjustments for the students.
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Next Steps

– University and academic mentors to be established for STEM to improve teacher's expertise in this area.

– Implement environmental programs that involve local environmental groups working with staff and students to establish
sustainable practices for our new school after the construction site is completed.

– Teachers to include sustainable practices in their teaching of environmental programs and science committee to
involve parents and community members and consultation in writing an environmental procedure for the school grounds
and gardens.

– Implement the new science syllabus and establish a scope and sequence including the input from the environmental
committee to be taught K–6.

– Establish a link with the Manly Environment Centre as a resource for environmental education within the school
context.

– Establish student and staff wellbeing programs using expertise from third party agencies and provide professional
learning in growth mindset and mindfulness for teachers e.g. Life Skills

– Use the local community as a resource for performances and appraisal for choir, dance ad band programs.

– Establish a database for parent expertise in areas of the curriculum so as to use them as a valuable resource in
teaching STEM, 21st Century skills, financial training etc.

– Use P & C meetings and School Council meetings to communicate the directions of the School Plan, evaluate
milestone achievements and make the parents and community an integral part of the school direction and assessment
plans.

– Establish professional learning networks within the Northern Beaches Learning Alliance (NBLA) that include teachers
visiting other schools for professional learning and lesson observations in order to achieve their PDP goals.
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Key Initiatives Resources (annual) Impact achieved this year

Aboriginal background loading Equity Funding – $3290 MVPS Aboriginal Education Guideline was
written to ensure it met current DoE policies
and reforms.

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander forms,
LS procedures and teaching resources were
updated.

Personalised Learning Pathways were
established for all Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander students.

Students were closely monitored by LST.

Out of 6 aboriginal students 5 are achieving
stage expectations according to literacy and
numeracy progressions. 1 Stage 3 aboriginal
 student received an offer to Selective High
School at the end of year 6. Significant
improvement  in the 1 aboriginal child who is
performing below stage expectations due to
literacy intervention. All aboriginal students
have regular attendance and acknowledge
their culture and heritage.

Aboriginal resources purchased for library
and classroom use to support current syllabus
implementation.

NAIDOC celebrations were a positive
experience for all students K–6 with the
creation of a artwork for the school's garden.

Smoking Ceremony with Uncle Laurie done to
open the building of the new school.

English language proficiency Executive member trained
in Reading Recovery.  

Home readers were
purchased for K–2
classrooms to support
English outcomes and
home reading program. 

Improvement in cluster levels K–2 on the
Literacy Continuum.

8 students received Reading Recovery
support – increasing reading levels from level
1–2 to 18+

Early Literacy Intervention initiative provided
additional support to K–2 teachers for
students performing in lower literacy clusters
and not achieving stage outcomes.

 L3 incorporated into Early Stage 1 planning
and programming.

 LST focussed on Early Literacy Intervention
through the development of intense phonic,
vocabulary and writing programs. 

Low level adjustment for disability  4 Teachers' aide employed
to support students with
special needs in the
classroom. Additional
funding used to employ
extra time fro the LAST
position.

Extra reading resources
purchased K–6.

In 2016 we reviewed and updated our LS
Policy and LS procedures, in 2017 all
procedures were fine tuned to help support
teachers in identifying and meeting the needs
of all students.

LS has been embedded as an agenda item in
all stage meetings, to ensure students needs
are discussed on a regular basis and fed back
to the LST at fortnightly meeting. Only 3
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Low level adjustment for disability
Professional learning on
autism, National Consistent
Data Collection strategies
and integration of disability
was done by staff.

students achieved the bottom band in
NAPLAN in year 5 and 1 student in Year 3.
65% of all students in Year 3 and 5 achieved
in the top 2 bands in NAPLAN.

Attendance monitoring improved and early
intervention into attendance concerns was
achieved K–6.

90% of students in K–2 working at the age
appropriate clusters on PLAN tracking.

Students with supplementary or substantial
adjustments were successfully integrated into
mainstream classrooms and worked towards
personalised learning plans .

Quality Teaching, Successful
Students (QTSS)

Teacher Mentor Program
(TMP) established.

 QTSS funding supported
teacher professional
learning.

Executive attended Future
Focussed Seminar.

A TMP was established and coordinated by
an executive member.

Funding was spread equitably to provide
every stage with support to ensure programs
were linked to new syllabus documents and
strengthen whole school planning.

TPL provided to all staff by the executive
team in relation to Future Focussed Learning,
current reforms and DoE policies.

Socio–economic background Equity Funding – $7448 All students from low economic background
were supported for school excursions and
sporting activities. Some lunches and
uniforms were purchased for students. School
fees and book purchases were subsidised by
these funds

No student in MVPS was disadvantaged
because of financial reasons at MVPS. All
students  attended the stage 3 camp and
PSSA competitions.

Support for beginning teachers New and beginning teachers received
mentorship, differentiated Teacher
Professional Learning (TPL) and timetabled
days to plan and program improve student
outcomes. Differentiated learning was a key
initiative to support new and beginning
teachers to effectively meet and monitor
individual student needs. The Instructional
Leadership Project built executive capacity to
better meet the needs of new and beginning
teachers via a spiral of inquiry model.

5 teachers received Proficient Accreditation in
2017.

All beginner teachers attended the New
Teacher Network mentoring program. 
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Student information

Student enrolment profile

Enrolments

Students 2014 2015 2016 2017

Boys 206 231 247 267

Girls 189 192 209 221

Manly Vale Public School has continued to show a
gradual growth over the past 5 years. The student
numbers have continued to rise with the boys
enrolment exceeding the girls.

Student attendance profile

School

Year 2014 2015 2016 2017

K 96.3 95.6 95.4 96.7

1 95.9 95.7 95 95.2

2 95.2 95.4 95.2 97

3 95.2 95.4 95.4 95.8

4 95.5 93.8 94.7 96.8

5 95.8 94.7 92.3 96.7

6 95.6 96 94.9 94.6

All Years 95.7 95.3 94.8 96.2

State DoE

Year 2014 2015 2016 2017

K 95.2 94.4 94.4 94.4

1 94.7 93.8 93.9 93.8

2 94.9 94 94.1 94

3 95 94.1 94.2 94.1

4 94.9 94 93.9 93.9

5 94.8 94 93.9 93.8

6 94.2 93.5 93.4 93.3

All Years 94.8 94 94 93.9

Management of non-attendance

Attendance is marked through the Sentral software
each day by the classroom teacher. Partial absences
and early and late arrivals are also recorded using the
software by the classroom teacher or marked at the
school office. All teachers monitor attendance and
follow up absences within 3 days. Parents are to
provide a written note or email explaining the reason for
the absence of their child.

Habitual absences are monitored through tage
meetings and the Learning Support Team on a
fortnightly basis. Parents are rung if an absence is not
explained within the fortnight. Stage meetings are used
to follow up attendance concerns and parents are
contacted regarding continual absenteeism. 
Attendance referrals are made to the Home School
Liaison Officer (HSLO) to assist if attendance doesn't
improve after welfare strategies are put in place and
there has been school counsellor intervention.

Attendance data is transferred from the Sentral
software each fortnight into EBS4 which is a
requirement of  Department of Education.  At the end of
each term all digital rolls are printed and signed and
archived as evidence of attendance. Certificates of
leave are issued if a parent wishes to take their child
overseas during the school term and/or if a child is
going to be absent for 10 or more school days.

Workforce information

Workforce composition

Position FTE*

Principal 1

Deputy Principal(s) 0

Assistant Principal(s) 4

Head Teacher(s) 0

Classroom Teacher(s) 17.98

Teacher of Reading Recovery 0.5

Learning & Support Teacher(s) 0.5

Teacher Librarian 1

Teacher of ESL 0

School Counsellor 1

School Administration & Support
Staff

3.38

Other Positions 0

*Full Time Equivalent

In 2017 there is no staff member who identifies as an
Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander.

Teacher qualifications

All teaching staff meet the professional requirements
for teaching in NSW public schools. 
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Teacher qualifications

Qualifications % of staff

Undergraduate degree or diploma 100

Postgraduate degree 5

Professional learning and teacher accreditation

Teacher Professional Learning (TPL) was differentiated
to better meet the needs of all staff members.  A staff
survey was conducted at the beginning of the year by
an executive member whose role was to develop a
Teacher Mentor Program (TMP) that supported not only
new and beginning teachers, but also experienced
teachers. This information provided the executive team
with an outline of teacher needs and informed TPL
planning. New teacher and QTSS funding helped to
support this initiative. 

5 teachers were supported through the Teacher Mentor
Program and successfully achieved Proficient Teacher
Accreditation. All staff were updated on accreditation
changes throughout the year, particularity pre–2004
staff.

Staff completed all mandatory online and face–to–face
training including Child Protection, Anaphylaxis,
Bushfire and CPR training. A series of professional
learning sessions about the new educational reforms
linking to the Excellence Framework (V1 & V2) and
accreditation were presented to staff to ensure all had a
strong understanding of the NESA mandatory
accreditation process and requirements. A staff audit
was completed to ascertain which reforms teachers had
knowledge of and this was used to create a flowchart to
base our professional learning agendas for the term.
The staff were presented with the Melbourne
Declaration and learnt the importance of this document
in creating the Australian Teaching Standards
underpinning the accreditation process. Teachers were
taken through the ‘Great Teachers, Inspired Learning’
document and the new Wellbeing Framework.
Throughout the year, KLA & Strategic Direction
committee meetings were held to ensure staff were
working towards common goals. Teachers engaged
collaboratively in consistent teacher judgement
meetings for reporting purposes and used PLAN
throughout the year to track student progress and
inform their teaching. Towards the end of the year staff
completed NAPLAN online training to prepare for the
online trial to take place afterwards. We continued to
have a strong beginning teacher mentoring program to
support and mentor new scheme teachers achieve their
PDPs.  

Financial information (for schools
fully deployed to SAP/SALM)

Financial summary

The information provided in the financial summary
includes reporting from 1 January 2017 to 31
December 2017. 

2017 Actual ($)

Opening Balance 164,855

Revenue 4,160,838

Appropriation 3,634,581

Sale of Goods and Services 29,172

Grants and Contributions 493,299

Gain and Loss 0

Other Revenue 0

Investment Income 3,786

Expenses -4,200,841

Recurrent Expenses -4,187,966

Employee Related -3,640,439

Operating Expenses -547,527

Capital Expenses -12,875

Employee Related 0

Operating Expenses -12,875

SURPLUS / DEFICIT FOR THE
YEAR

-40,003

Balance Carried Forward 124,852

2017 was the year that Manly Vale PS introduced a
new finance and accounting system LMBR. The school
now is operating with SAP as compared to the previous
Oasis system. Expenditure this year was based around
resources to support the introduction of the new "hands
on" maths syllabus K–6. Each class was supplied with
hands on kits to be kept in classrooms. English
resources were also purchased including Rich
Literature texts to support both the visual literacy units
and HSIE units of the new Australian curriculum. The P
& C donation of $30 000 was used to supply the new
classroom with an interactive whiteboard, as well as
contribute to a new staff member to be employed to
support the gifted and talented programs within the
school. Every stage team received $3000 to spend on
stage specific resources as well as classroom supplies.
Our Key Learning Areas also received additional
funding of between $10000 – $25000 according to
budget plans submitted to the executive after the first
committee meetings.

All teachers benefitted from the additional funds given
to the school to carry out lesson observations. Casual
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teachers were employed to relieve teachers so they
could visit other classrooms and observe their peers
teaching lessons. Beginner teacher funds were used to
finance the Teacher Mentor Program within the school
and train all Kindergarten teachers in the L3 strategies.

Additional school funds were also provided to support
the office staff with training in the new financial system
and employ additional SASS staff to assist with the
transition. Staff leave did accumulate a lot of staffing
expenditure on top of the release days allocated for
collaborative planning which was a focus this year.

Financial summary equity funding

The equity funding data is the main component of the
'Appropriation' section of the financial summary above. 

2017 Actual ($)

Base Total 3,175,089

Base Per Capita 69,689

Base Location 0

Other Base 3,105,400

Equity Total 134,734

Equity Aboriginal 3,290

Equity Socio economic 7,448

Equity Language 49,402

Equity Disability 74,594

Targeted Total 54,872

Other Total 188,882

Grand Total 3,553,577

Figures presented in this report may be subject to
rounding so may not reconcile exactly with the bottom
line totals, which are calculated without any rounding. 

A full copy of the school's financial statement is tabled
at the annual general meetings of the parent and/or
community groups. Further details concerning the
statement can be obtained by contacting the school.

School performance

NAPLAN

In the National Assessment Program, the results across
the Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 literacy and
numeracy assessments are reported on a scale from
Band 1 to Band 10. The achievement scale
represents increasing levels of skills
and understandings demonstrated in these
assessments.

Year 3 – 45 % of students in Year 3 achieved the top
band (Band 6) in reading (43.4% 2016), 18.3% in the
top band for writing (33% 2016), 38.3% in top band for
spelling (39.5% 2016), and 46.7% in top band for
grammar/punctuation (51.3% 2016). Although reading
continues to be a growing strength more work is still
required in writing, grammar and punctuation. Only 1
student in the whole school performed in the bottom
band for reading and spelling. The Learning and
Support programs are continuing to support our
students with learning needs in this area.

Year 5– In year 5 the target was to have 65% of
students placed in the top 2 bands for all area of
NAPLAN. Results in reading were 56.9%, in writing
36.2%, spelling 50%, grammar and punctuation 53.5%.
Our literacy achievements were an improvement from
last year but still short of the target we have made. 3
students did perform in the bottom band (Band 3) for all
areas of literacy.  
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2017 saw great improvements in numeracy in both year
3 and 5. With the introduction of pre and post
assessments, along with the consolidation of the new
maths scope and sequence, a more consistent
approach to the teaching of numeracy is providing more
impressive data.

Year 3– % Performance in the top 2 bands in numeracy
– 68.3%, data and measurement 53.3% and pattern
and algebra– 65% No student in year 3 was in the
bottom band (Band 1) for any area of numeracy.

Year 5– % of students performing in the top 2 bands for
numeracy–55.2%, Data and measurement– 48.3%,
patterns and algebra– 48.3%. These percentages in the
top 2 bands are a great improvement on previous
years. Only 3 students performed in the bottom band
(Band 30 for maths this year.

Over the past 3 years students at MVPS have
remained consistent in their performances in the
NAPLAN tests. Only a small percentage of students
perform below the minimum National standard.
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The My School website provides detailed
information and data for national literacy and numeracy
testing. Go to http://www.myschool.edu.au to access
the school data.

The 2017 Premier's priority number 6 was to increase
the proportion of students in the top 2 bands for literacy

and numeracy by 8%. The following shows the
progression of students in the top 2 bands for Year 3
and Year 5 in 2016 compared to 2017.

Year 5 achievements:

Band 8– 36.2% in reading (15.9% 2016), 8.6% in
writing (9.1% 2016), 32.8% in spelling (20.5% 2016),
32.8%in grammar & punctuation (20.5% 2016), 25.9%
in numeracy (6.8% 2016).

Band 7 20.7% in reading(22.7% 2016), 27.6% in writing
(20.5% 2016) , 17.2% in spelling (13.6% 2016),20.7%
in grammar & punctuation (31.8% 2016), 29.3% in
numeracy (27.3% 2016),27.6% Data and
measurement, 22.4% P&A

Year 3 Achievements:

45% of students performed  in the top band for reading
(43.4% 2016), 18.3% in the top band for writing (33%
2016), 38.3% in top band for spelling (39.5% 2016),
46.7% in the top band for grammar and punctuation
(51.3% 2016), 35.5%% in top band for numeracy
(40.8% 2016). 40%in Data and measurement and
33.3% in Patterns  & Algebra

Band 5– 20% in reading (27.6% 2016), 38.3% in writing
(35.5% 2016), 23.3% in spelling (28.9% 2016), 31.7%
grammar & punctuation (18.4% 2016),  33.3% in
numeracy (22.4% 2016),13.3% in Data and
measurement, 31.7% in P&A.

Overall in 2017

Year 5 students had a total of 56.9% of students in
reading in the top 2 bands as compared to 38.6% in
2016. An increase of 18%. In writing 36.2% of students
were in the top 2 bands as compared to 2016 where
29.6% achieved in the top 2 bands. Only a slight
increase of 6.6%, In numeracy year 5 students in the
top 2 bands were 55.2% compared to 34.1% an
increase in 21%. The Premier's priorities were achieved
in reading and numeracy.

Year 3 students had a total of 65% of students
achieving in the top 2 bands in reading as compared to
71% in 2016. In writing 56.6% of students achieved in
the top 2 bands compared to 2016 where 68.5%
achieved in the top 2 bands, and in numeracy 68.8%
achieved in the top 2 bands as compared to 2016
where 63.2% achieved in the top 2 bands. Year 3
students didn't achieve the expected 8% increase in the
top 2 bands in literacy and numeracy this year. As most
students do perform in the top 2 bands in Year 3 growth
of 8% can vary according to the cohort of students.
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Parent/caregiver, student, teacher
satisfaction

A number of parent workshops were run as a parent
and community drop in afternoon, along with
discussions at P & C and school Council at the end of
2017 to evaluate the School Plan of 2015–2017.  The
school wanted to seek direction and feedback from the
parents and community. The following points were
raised from these forums to be directions for the next
few years. The feedback from parents was organised
under the following headings: Students, Teachers and
Other. 

1. Students – " It takes a whole village to raise a
child"

– Education should be a shared focus and vision with
all stakeholders parent, teacher, community all working
together to provide the best possible opportunities for
our children.

– Individual students should strive for their own
personal best not be compared to others or be given a
score. Every student works towards their own goals of
achievement.

– We need a strong focus on student wellbeing and
welfare. A whole school approach to behaviour
management supported by the community.

– Education should allow for innovation, collaboration
and critical thinking and prepare our children to be
capable and responsible community members.

– Students should be allowed to follow their passions
e.g. music and sport.

– Equal opportunity for all students. we need as a
community to follow up students at risk, develop strong
relationships with the students and support all students
to "give everything a go!"

– Parents and teachers discussed the desire to
implement more wellbeing programs due to the
increase in anxiety amongst the students.

– Parents indicated during workshops that their children
require a more individualised approach to learning that
is age and ability appropriate, and that students will
need to be more technologically advanced.

– Effective communication was an identified important
skill for the students to have.

– Students should be involved in inquiry based learning
and problem solving.

– Students would like more spaces for outdoor play
including cricket nets, bush gardens, quiet reflections
areas, basketball and netball facilities and large grass
areas for all age students.

2. Teachers– The following statements are a
combination of comments after parent and staff
workshops reflecting what the etchers at Manly Vale PS

are and should strive to be:

– School Leadership should be positive, collaborative,
welcoming and friendly.

– Teachers should expect to work in a clean and
supportive environment.

– As a community we should maintain a commitment to
a positive and supportive culture where parents and
teachers work in partnerships to support each child's
learning.

– Beginner teachers should be mentored and have the
support of the executive team.

– Teachers should be planning and programming
collaboratively, sharing professionally, and modelling
best practice.

– Teachers, students and parents value the current
positive staff who "love the kids" and provide a
motivating environment for all students.

– Teachers find the current executive staff inspiring,
encouraging and nurturing.

– Teachers want more opportunities to and work in an
environment that enables team teaching.

– Teachers wanted to reflect current research in their
practice and have professional learning based around
the pedagogy that improves students outcomes
including visible learning and quality feedback.

– Teachers and executive wanted to use more teachers
as experts, to provide professional learning
opportunities that allow individual teachers to present to
their strengths of knowledge.

– Teacher well being was a concern for parents and the
teachers themselves. It is important that all teachers
are acknowledged and supported. The teachers wanted
to have reflection time on their own "sparkling
moments"

3. Other – This section is a reflection of the community
workshops, School Council meetings and P & c
meetings when evaluating the previous School Plan
2015–2017.

– Community want to see a caring and inclusive
environment at MVPS

– Sustainability and environmental education should be
a focus going into the new school.

– Education of our students should include the use the
outdoor environment to its full capacity. This school is
the "Jewel of the Beaches."

– Teaching will need to be done in open pan
classrooms that encourage collaboration. Learning
spaces will be flexible and adaptable. We need to
support our teachers through this transition into open
classrooms.
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– Parents and community wish to be a part of the
planning process within the school. Community
collaboration is valued at MVPS.

– We need to engage with the wider community
including local nursing homes, Kindergartens and
sporting associations. The new school should be open
to community use and engagement.

– Volunteers need recognition of their time and effort.
Life time members of P & C and School Council.  "Owl"
awards for volunteers recognised by the school and
community.

– The "Owl" represents wisdom, kindness,
trustworthiness and generosity.

Policy requirements

Aboriginal education

At Manly Vale Public School we believe that  Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander education should be
embedded within the  everyday curriculum of the
classroom. In 2017 we had a total of six students
(effectively 1% of the school population) enrolled who
identified as Aboriginal or Torres  Strait Islander. The
country local to our area is the Guringai country,
although students may identify with another Aboriginal
country or perhaps be unsure of their own particular
people or country.

This year has been productive in developing the
professional learning of staff at Manly Vale Public
School. We created a team to lead Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Education within the school, by forming
the ATSI Committee. This committee comprises of one
staff representative from each stage, as well as the
school librarian (who is in charge of supporting the
class teachers with quality curriculum and literature
resources). We endeavour to have Manly Vale staff
attending a variety of professional development
opportunities relevant to  ATSI education and to share
their learned knowledge amongst the staff upon return.
The leaders of the ATSI committee attended two
conferences regarding Aboriginal education in 2017;
the Aboriginal Education Conference: Leading for
change(run by Sydney University) and the Teachers
Federation Annual Conference –Aboriginal Education in
Your School (run by the Centre for Professional
Development). Resources linking ATSI education to
syllabus documents has been distributed to  Stage
leaders for consultation regarding program writing. All
staff will be able to plan for and implement effective
teaching, learning and assessment relevant to
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Education,
ensuring it is embedded within the curriculum.

Manly Vale Public School welcomed Ryka Ali, an
indigenous performer, with his act “Kadul”. This was
part of a combined school recognition of NAIDOC
week, National Sorry Day, and Harmony Day. The
theme of “Language Matters” inspired the ATSI
committee to lead the school in a celebration and
recognition of the local Guringai language: years K–2
presented “Heads,shoulder, knees and toes” in

Guringai, whilst years 3–6 studied the book “Stories for
Simon” about the National Apology and Sorry Day.
They then painted stones with a design that
represented a significant person in their lives, and
wrote the corresponding Guringai word  for that person
(eg. mother, brother, etc.). These stones were then laid
out in the shape of a serpent as a mosaic art
installation for the school garden, for all to enjoy.

Finally, in preparation for our new school development
we asked Uncle Laurie, a local elder, to complete a
Smoking Ceremony that brings well wishes to the new
school. All staff and students were invited and it was a
very meaningful ceremony. The ATSI committee is now
researching local animals in order to commission a
stone carving for the new school. We also have plans
to develop our own Acknowledgement of Country
developed with the assistance of an AECG
representative.

Multicultural and anti-racism education

Multicultural Education

Manly Vale Public School has a  diverse group of
children from more than 35 different language
backgrounds. In  2017, 113 of our students have a
language background other than English, which
equates to 25% of the school population. Of these
students, 31 were included in the  English as an
Additional Language or Dialect (EAL/D) program.
These students benefit from additional support to assist
them in developing their English language proficiency
to an academic standard. The EAL/D teacher provides
support by withdrawing individuals for group work, team
teaching in the  classroom, and developing and
implementing programs in collaboration with the class
teacher. This may include Australian born and overseas
students whose first language is a language other than
English. Manly Vale has an EAL/D teacher allocation of
one day per week, as a result of Gonski funding.

The School Evaluation Framework assisted in
developing a whole school EAL/D support plan. Areas
of development include Identifying EAL/D students,
Planning & Implementing effective whole school EAL/D
student support, Teaching & assessing EAL/D
students, Engaging with parents/carers & the
community, and EAL/D professional learning. A review
of these dimensions allows for areas of future focus to
be included in the EAL/D plan. As a result of this review
the Manly Vale Public School EAL/D Student Support
Guidelines was written, along with the development of
EAL/D procedures and a New Arrivals Program.
Resources were developed in order to support New
Arrival students and their class teachers. 

Manly Vale welcomed 3 New Arrival students this year,
all of whom arrived at the school with no experience in
the NSW public school system and limited English. An
extra day of funding allocation was provided as a result
of this in order to support these students in developing
their English language proficiency and to settle into
their new school. These students were included in the
New Arrivals Program (NAP), in which students receive
extra support from the EAL/D teacher. Individual
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Language Learning Programs (ILLPs) were developed
collaboratively with the EAL/D teacher and class
teacher, to assist in supporting these students within
the classroom.  

In recognition of the diversity of cultural backgrounds
amongst our students, we celebrated Harmony Day. A
collection of multicultural resource books was made
available to staff with the aim of inspiring a multicultural
art lesson. The best artworks were compiled and put on
display.

ARCO (Anti–Racism Contact Officer)

Manly Vale Public School practises and encourages the
acceptance and tolerance of differences, and
recognises that diversity should be celebrated. Two
teachers (Patrick Dylan and Cadence Abrahams)
received training in the role of the ARCO. 

Multicultural Education has published an
implementation guide – Anti–Racism Education –
Advice for Schools.The document outlines
school–based strategies to effectively counter racism.
Anti–bullying and anti–racism resources were collated
and made available to staff. 
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